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THE INTEGRAL HOUSE 
 
 

A rare combination of creative family living and spectacular performance space 
encompassing 17,000 square feet in Rosedale, Toronto’s most prestigious neighbourhood. 

 
A hallmark Storied Accomplishment in Canadian Architecture and perhaps one of the most 

Notable private Homes in the World, built in this Century. 
 

(Wall Street Journal) - ‘One of the most important private homes built in North America  
in a long time’. 

 
2 years in the making – 4 years in construction and quality built without compromise. 

 
An Architectural Landmark set on a secluded and ultra-private 2/3 of an acre (60’ x 401’) in 

the most coveted part of Rosedale. 
 

A custom elevator accesses all floors.  
 
 

*     *     * 
 
 

A Bespoke home by a Citizen of the World for Citizens of the World. 
 

Commissioned by James Stewart, whose twin passions were Mathematics and Music, 
envisioned both elements would be reflected throughout. 

 
Not only the most published Author in mathematics since Euclid!, he was also an 

accomplished violinist who revelled in the performing arts. Thus, while his desire was to 
host events that would enrich his life, and others, his mathematical rationality led him to 

appreciate that Integral House should have brilliant flexibility so that it would be eminently 
suitable for a growing family AS IS (or with only very simple modifications) as well as a first 

class cultural event venue.  
 

Originally to be 8000’ – imagination took James Stewart on a journey ultimately expanding 
the scope of the project to over 17,000 square feet – truly an apex of refined living.  
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He met with many architects including Frank Gehry before selecting Brigitte Shim and 
Howard Sutcliffe of Shim-Sutcliffe Architects to execute and fulfil his ambition. 

 
This Visionary Owner wanted a conversation and relationship, much as in the old-world 

tradition of Patron/Architect, with his Architect.  
 

His mathematical and musical passions led him to create this dream, which is an inspiring 
testament to his keen sense of and appreciation for design, quality and attention to detail. 

 
Present owner continues to preserve and maintain the beauty of this home 

 
*     *     * 

 
Vertical glass walls and oak ‘fins,’ which form the delicate exterior of the home, are central 
to the design and, like the enveloping trees, as the light changes and moves through its 24-

hour and seasonal cycle, shapes alter, and movement becomes unending.  
 

The house is an architectural masterwork and a wonder of space in motion –  
above, around & beyond. 

 
All materials were selected for their aesthetic contribution as well as endurance and include 
French limestone, Piasentina stone, Connemara marble, polished concrete, bronze railings 
with hand stitched saddle leather accents, quatrefoil structural columns clad in white oak 
with bronze templates, 97 different white oak window ‘fins’, LED accent lighting, heated 

floors, cork and white oak hardwood and hand blown cobalt blue glass. 
 

The three car, built-in garage is virtually unnoticeable as the hydraulic doors are clad in 
white oak & blend seamlessly with the design integrity of the exterior. The long private 

drive accommodates up to 6 vehicles creating parking for 9 vehicles. 
 

Each level parallels the hillside landscape experience as it lofts to the treetops,  
taking full advantage of the unique lot and its sectional characteristics.  

 
One is not meant to just sit, but to move through this rare home. 

 
Surrounded by rich foliage and mature trees, the changing landscape is a mirror for how 

things change over time as they have in his 2 passions of Mathematics and Music. 
 

*     *     * 
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Steps to historic Chorley Park and 1 block to Rosedale Park – (The site of the annual ‘Mayfair 
Fete’ – A celebrated festival for young and old where tennis, soccer, baseball, ice skating and hockey 

facilities are seasonal delights!). 
 

An easy walk or commute to all top private and public schools and academic institutions 
including Branksome, York and UCC and the University of Toronto to name just a few! 

 
Direct access to surrounding ravines and parklands with miles of running, hiking and cycling 

trails to the lakefront provide country-like experiences on demand. 
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BRIEF SUMMARY OF EXTERIOR & EACH FLOOR/LEVEL  

 
 

EXTERIOR  
 

• From the street, one sees a dramatic two-storey architectural fantasy incorporating a 
wooden base of solid walls clad in oak, a translucent gently shaped etched glass skin 
(from Architonic article online), green roof and undulating walls of vertical glass 
separated by projecting oak fins, which provide shade and improve acoustic qualities 
within. 

• Framing the long private drive are mature birch, maple and oak trees, boxwood and a 
spectacular reflecting pool with waterfall set in a custom steel pan all culminated 
beautifully by glamorous night lighting. 

• Parking available for up to 9 cars in the drive and garage. 
• The three car, built-in garage is virtually unnoticeable as the oak clad doors blend 

seamlessly with the artful exterior. 
• The front entry is canopied providing privacy and shelter from the elements.   

 
 
 

 
 
 

GROUND FLOOR / LEVEL 400 
 

The open concept and undulating principal rooms, including the Living, Dining Rooms, 
Sitting/Family Area or Study, have spectacular hillside views and are both elegant and 
durable, and double as enchanting balconies for easy viewing or extra seating during 

performances.  
 

The Upper Gallery and Sitting/Family Area or Study feature expansive walls and accent 
lighting for art and sculpture and showcase the eye-catching quatrefoil structural columns, 

clad in white oak with bronze templates, highlighting the masterful architecture throughout.  
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BEDROOM FLOOR / UPPER LEVEL 500 

 
 

The standout cobalt blue glass staircase has musical instrument like qualities. Hand-blown in 
Germany, the cobalt rectangles are supported by stainless steel cables and cast bronze clips 
which mimic musical notes. Laminated translucent glass treads allow natural light to flow 

freely from the skylight. 
 
 

*     *     * 
 
 

The master suite is enveloped in nature’s exquisite form and light as it cascades through the 
trees into this sumptuous living space. Separate ‘toilettes’, dressing areas, walls of closets 

and the ultra-luxurious spa ensuite pampers one in blissful serenity. 
 
Several flexible options exist on the bedroom floor for the number and layout of bedrooms 

desired. 
 

- 4 Bedroom Plan: Master Bedroom, existing 2nd & 3rd Bedrooms (Or remove wall and 
create larger one) + Guest Suite with handy kitchenette, private bath and separate 

entrance. 
 

- 5 Bedroom plan: Master Bedroom, existing 2nd & 3rd Bedrooms + Guest Suite + 
convert Den into 5th bedroom with semi-ensuite. 

 
- * See ‘Floor Plan’ and ‘Alternate Floor Plan’ for design flexibility * 

 
- An extra bedroom suite is in place on Second Floor (Level 200). 

 
The private sleeping areas continue the interwoven themes of mathematics, music and the 

shifting nature of life and light throughout. 
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MAIN FLOOR / LEVEL 300 
 

Curvilinear and undulating glass walls with oak fins, which contribute to the acoustical 
performance of the entertaining space, shape the dramatic 2-storey entertaining area and 

modulate the light giving the space an 
 extraordinary presence.  

 
A Lounge or Media/Family Room with wood burning fireplace adjoining the 

Entertaining/Performance area is an ideal gathering place for casual get togethers or formal 
functions. 

 
The open Entertaining / Performance floor of almost 5500’ alone is perfect with its wet 

bar, caterer’s kitchen, laundry room, 4 mechanical areas, a large storage and a utility room.   
 
 

SECOND FLOOR / LEVEL 200 
 

The 2nd floor encompasses the Study/Studio, adjoining Office,  
5th / 6th Bedroom and Lounge/Gallery. 

 
 

FIRST FLOOR / ABOVE GRADE / WALK-OUT GARDEN / LEVEL 100  
 

The infinity wave or resistance pool complete with spa jets and hot tub, is a striking 
architectural focal point in the garden and is positioned flush with the stone patio. The glass 

wall separating the pool from the stone patio retracts allowing for a true outdoor 
experience. One can be totally immersed in the natural beauty year-round whether inside or 

out.   
 

The state-of-the-art gym is light filled with tranquil garden views and overlooks the pool / 
spa area.   

 
Visual enhancements here include the extensive green roof, manicured boxwoods, glass 

panels and the elegant cascading water feature. 
 

The expansive stone terrace to the south is framed by lush boxwoods and a variety of 
specimen and mature trees including mature maple, beech and oak, lush plantings and 

foliage and it offers spectacular views as far as the eye can see.  
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ROOM SPECIFICS IN DETAIL 

 

GROUND FLOOR / LEVEL 400 
3,575 Square Feet 

Elevator access to all floors  
 

 
 
Entrance Hall/Foyer 

• Striking white oak front door with arresting custom handle echoing the silhouette of 
the custom steel waterfall pan 

• Electronically controlled door for utmost security 
• Floor to ceiling windows overlook the exterior reflecting pool and waterfall which has 

been engineered to operate year-round 
• Ample storage in 4 double door closets with built-ins and automatic light sensors  
• Architecturally sculpted chair and elevated side table fabricated in steel and felt affixed 

to the wall 
• Stairs with bronze handrails, wrapped in Couture-like hand stitched saddle leather, 

lead to the upper Gallery, Living and Dinning areas 
• Polished concrete walls and heated limestone floor 

 
Elevator  

• Access to all floors 

 
Living Room 

• Doubles as a balcony over Entertaining/Performance Area with custom leather topped 
counter 

• Expansive 180-degree views 
• Heated limestone floor 

 

Dining Room 

• Glamorous formal or family dining  
• Doubles as a balcony over Entertaining/Performance Area with custom leather topped 

counter 
• Wood burning fireplace with limestone heart 
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• Picturesque hillside views 
• Custom built-in dining table with inlaid bronze lighting  
• Easy access to kitchen  
• Heated cork floor 

 
Upper Gallery 

• Five quatrefoil structural columns clad in white oak each with bronze templates  
• Leather wrapped counter overlooks Entertaining/Performance Area  
• Excellent open flow with great ceiling height connects Entrance Hall, Sitting/Family 

Area or Study and Living and Dining areas 
• Polished concrete walls and heated limestone floor 

 
Sitting/Family Area or Study 

• Open concept 
• Peninsula shaped with undulating windows overlook the Reflecting Pool and 

Waterfall 
• Heated limestone floor 

 
Kitchen 

• Spectacular with ample custom, two-toned cabinetry, stone countertop, Connemara 
marble backsplash (from Ireland), two stainless-steel sinks, integrated appliances, under 
cabinet lighting and pantry with pull out shelves 

• Centre island with built-in breakfast table for 6 provides generous preparation space 
and added storage 

• Floor to ceiling retractable white oak privacy wall to separate or screen kitchen from 
dining area, ideal for catered, formal or family dining 

• Side door access to BBQ area 
• Open views from floor to ceiling corner window 
• Service staircase provides easy access to the Wet Bar and Caterer’s kitchen directly 

below 
• Adjoining floor to ceiling Pantry cupboard expertly situated in the adjoining Hall, ideal 

for seasonal dishware, China and appliances  
• Built-in speakers 
• Heated cork floor 
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Breakfast Area 

• As mentioned above 
• Adjoins centre island with seating for 6 

 
Mudroom / Kitchen Hall  

• Additional pantry /storage adjoining Kitchen 
• Discreetly positioned off Entrance Hall/Foyer 
• Direct entry from Garage 
• Halogen lighting 
• Built-in floating table  
• Custom architecturally sculpted chair and elevated side table fabricated in steel and felt 

affixed to the wall  
• Built-in closets 
• Heated limestone floor 

 
Powder Room – 2 Pc 

• Vaulted ceiling 
• Vanity with integrated French limestone countertop, backsplash and sink with motion 

sensor activated faucet and floating elongated mirror above  
• Polished concrete walls and etched glass privacy wall 
• Heated limestone floor 

 
 
*     *     * 
 

Stunning & Dynamic Cobalt Blue Glass Staircase 

• Majestic Focal point ascent to upper floor bedrooms – well separated for privacy & a 
dramatic reinforcement of ascending into a world beyond 

• The musical instrument like qualities highlight this utterly transfixing blue glass central 
staircase. Cobalt blue glass rectangles, hand blown in Germany, are supported by 
stainless steel cables and the cast bronze clips mimic musical notes. 

• Glass skylight illuminates the blue glass panels and provides an abundance of natural 
light 

• The skylight bathes the laminated translucent glass treads in natural light by day and is 
artistically lit by night 

• Bronze railing wrapped in hand stitched saddle leather  
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BEDROOM FLOOR / UPPER LEVEL 500 
3,460 Square Feet 

See floor plans for 4-5 bedroom plan options 

Elevator to all floors 
 
 
 
Master Bedroom Suite  

• King size with sitting area 
• Halogen lighting  
• Wrap around undulating windows providing lofty treetop views 
• Electronic blackout curtains 
• Walls of built-in closets  
• Marble topped built-in storage 
• Custom built-in white oak headboard 
• Raised wood burning fireplace with marble hearth 
• Recessed privacy doors to hall and ensuite bath 
• Access door to roof  
• Heated white oak hardwood floor 

 

Dressing Room 

• Floor to ceiling built-in closets surmounted by clerestory windows  
• Heated white oak hardwood floor  

 

Ensuite – 6 Pc 

• Soaring ceiling 
• Halogen lighting 
• Round skylight over the shower for endless natural light (Directly over shower area) 
• Frosted glass wall with custom lighting  
• Expansive windows overlooking the captivating garden 
• Custom vanity with marble countertop and elongated floating mirror above with 

accent lighting 
• Sunken air jet tub by Bain Ultra 
• Circular glass, open concept shower with rain showerhead and removable 

showerhead 
• ‘his’ and ‘her’ ‘toilettes’  
• Dressing room with Floor to ceiling built-in closets and extra linen storage 
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• Elevator access  
• Heated Carrera marble floor 

 

Den / Potential (5th) Bedroom 
Note: Possible bedroom with semi-ensuite – See ‘Alternate Floor Plan’ & ‘Brief Summary of Each Floor’  

• Pocket door entry 
• Built-in custom speakers  
• Built-in bookshelves 
• Goo brand paint system on wall for screening of high-resolution movies 
• Panelled feature wall 
• West window and picture window overlook hillside  
• Heated white oak hardwood floor  
• Exterior door  

 
Bathroom 
 
3 Pc  
Note: Possible semi-ensuite to Den (above) if used as bedroom – See ‘Alternate Floor Plan’ & ‘Brief 
Summary of Each Floor’ 

• See semi-ensuite option with pocket door entry from Den (above) on ‘Alternate Floor 
Plan’ 

• Marble topped floating vanity with built-in mirrored medicine cabinet above  
• Shower with zero threshold entry and etched glass window 
• Wall mounted lighting feature 
• Heated Bisazza Mosaic tile floor 

 
2nd Bedroom  
Note: Leave separate as 2nd and 3rd bedrooms or combine to make larger bedroom – See ‘Alternate Floor 
Plan’ & ‘Brief Summary of Each Floor’ 

• Halogen lighting  
• Built-in double door wardrobe 
• Floor to ceiling windows 
• Heated white oak hardwood floor  
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3rd Bedroom  
Note: Leave separate as 2nd and 3rd bedrooms or combine to make larger bedroom – See ‘Alternate Floor 
Plan’ & ‘Brief Summary of Each Floor’ 

• Halogen lighting  
• Built-in double door wardrobe 
• Floor to ceiling windows 
• Heated white oak hardwood floor  

 
4th Bedroom or Separate Guest / Nanny / In-Law Suite  
Note: could easily wall off door from 3rd bedroom into Living Area for self-contained unit with separate 
bath, kitchenette and private entrance from the drive – See ‘Alternate Floor Plan’ & ‘Brief Summary of 
Each Floor’ 
 
Living / Bedroom Area Combined 

• Halogen lighting 
• Built-in speakers 
• Floor to ceiling windows 
• Built-in floating desk 
• Closet 
• Separate exit to drive  
• Heated white oak hardwood floor 

 
Kitchen  

• Halogen lighting  
• Custom built-in, high lacquer cabinets with pull outs, double stainless-steel sink and 

built-in appliances 
• Heated white oak floor 

 

Bathroom – 4 Pc  

• Custom floating vanity with marble countertop and mirrored medicine cabinet above 
• Bain Ultra air jet tub 
• Heated Bisazza Mosaic tile flooring 
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MAIN FLOOR / LEVEL 300 
5,455 Square Feet 

Elevator to all floors  
 
 
 
Open Concept Family Entertaining / Cultural Performance Area 

• Dramatic, open concept and two storey space of approximately 2000’ is visually 
intertwined and at one with the undisturbed tranquility of the natural landscape  

• Easily accommodates up to 150 people +/- 50 in the above balconies on the main level 
• Floor to ceiling windows feature vertical wooden ‘fins’ which contribute to the 

acoustical perfection and these ‘fins’ help to modulate light giving the space an 
extraordinary presence  

• Spectacular accent lighting enriches the intensity of the curvilinear and undulating glass 
and oak ‘walls’ creating a golden curtain of light  

• Quatrefoil shaped structural columns clad in white oak, with bronze baseplates, mirror 
the shape of the custom copper pendant light fixtures  

• Dramatic stage lighting and panelled white oak ceiling   
• Direct elevator access 
• Direct access to the garden and spa levels  
• Heated limestone floor 

 
Main Staircase  

• The main staircase features bronze handrails wrapped in handstitched saddle leather 
with stainless-steel mesh inserts imported from Germany 

 
Lounge / Media / Family Room   

• Open concept  
• Halogen directional lighting and panelled ceiling of white oak for warmth 
• ‘Shaped’ picture windows 
• Wood burning fireplace with stone hearth 
• Built-in book or display floating cabinetry  
• Polished concrete walls 
• Heated cork floor 
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Wet Bar 

• Halogen directional lighting 
• French limestone counter 
• Built-in cabinetry 
• Double stainless-steel sinks 
• Seamless access to kitchen on main level via secondary service staircase and direct entry 

to adjacent catering kitchen ideal for large catered affairs  
 

Sitting Area  

• Ideal gathering area  
• Floating stone shelf with backlit art glass display and accent lighting ideal for art and 

sculptures 
• Art display niche with floating shelf and accent lighting  
• Heated limestone floor  

 

Caterers Kitchen 

• Direct access from wet bar area and storage room 
• Easy access to kitchen on main level via service staircase 
• Halogen lighting  
• Built-in cabinets 
• Stainless-steel sink 
• Built-in wine rack 
• Commercial grade appliances  
• Pirelli industrial tile floor  

 

Powder Room – 2 Pc 

• Floating vanity with French limestone countertop and floating back-lit mirror  
• Back-lit, glass display shelves 
• Copper colored Venetian glass mosaic walls 
• Window  
• Heated limestone floor  
•  
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Storage, Mechanical & Utility Rooms  

• Oversized storage room with ample room for seasonal or banquet furniture, sporting 
equipment, dry goods etc. 

• 3 separate mechanical rooms and spacious utility room 

 

Laundry Room  

• Built-in appliances 
• Upper and lower cabinets with generous folding counter and undercabinet lighting 
• Stainless-steel sink 
• Three sets of double door closets for added storage  
• Pirelli industrial tile floor  

 
 

SECOND FLOOR / LEVEL 200  
2,429 Square Feet 

Elevator to all floors 
 

The main staircase features bronze handrails wrapped in handstitched saddle leather with stainless-steel 
mesh inserts imported from Germany  

 
 
 
Lounge/Gallery  

• Halogen lighting 
• Feature walls for art  
• Quatrefoil shaped structural column clad in white oak with bronze baseplates 

complementing ‘fins’ 
• Heated limestone floor 

 

Study/Studio 

• Architectural desk with bronze details and adjoining built-in conference table  
• Built-in bookshelves with storage cabinets below 
• Views of the green roof, natural slope, stone terrace and beltline enhance the peaceful, 

serene ambiance  
• Heated limestone floor 
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Office  

• Halogen lighting 
• Custom built-in desks and extensive bookcases and built-in cabinets  
• Adjoining 2-Piece  
• Heated limestone floor  

 

Bath - 2 Pc 

• Floating white oak vanity with French limestone countertop 
• Floating backlit mirrored medicine cabinet 
• Heated limestone floor  

 

5th or 6th Bedroom 

• Complete privacy ensured by separate hall 
• Great window for lovely light 
• Double closet 
• Heated white oak hardwood floor  

 

Ensuite – 4 Pc 

• Contemporary overhead lighting and recessed wall light 
• Floating white oak vanity with French limestone countertop and floating backlit mirror 

above  
• Bain Ultra air jet tub with mosaic tile tub surround  
• Heated limestone floor 
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FIRST / ABOVE GRADE / WALK-OUT GARDEN   
LEVEL 100  

2,100 Square Feet 

Elevator to all floors 
 
 
 
Indoor Pool  

 
• Glass walled Gunite exercise pool and hot tub clad in Piasentina stone  
• Infinity edge pool & tub with hydraulic window wall spanning the length of the pool & 

tub descending by finger tip control into the Flamed Piasentina stone for year-round 
seasonal pleasure 

• Utterly breathtaking and expansive views beyond hydraulic window 
• Built-in bench with white oak panelling and Connemara book matched marble feature 

wall  
• Access to 38’ stone patio, terrace and natural garden 

 
Gym 

• Curvilinear glass wall with indirect wall lighting overlooks garden, terrace and hillside  
• Built-in storage 
• Built-in speaker 
• Sturdy broadloom 

 

Spa Area – 3 Pc 

• Vanity with Piasentina countertop and floating mirror above 
• Piasentina stone built-in bench 
• Back painted glass walls and doors for privacy 
• Storage cupboard for swimwear and towels 
• Water closet 
• Heated flamed Piasentina stone floor  
• Glass framed shower/steam room with Mosaic glass tile walls, two rain head showers, 

removeable showerhead and heated stone floor  
• Cedar sauna with both wet and dry capabilities  
• Door to stone patio & terrace  
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Stone Patio Opposite Pool  

• Hydraulic glass wall descends into the stone patio extending the entertaining space   
• Manicured boxwoods edge stone patio which wraps around to pump room and 

cascading water feature 
• Side entrance to the spa 
• Separate door to pump room 

 

Green Roof  

• Extensive green roof with pachysandra, creeping jenny and lamium overtop of the pool 
area reduces heat as well as being a visual feature viewed from many parts of the home  

 
Stone Terrace  

• Expansive stone terrace framed by lush boxwoods, mature maple, beech and oak trees, 
rich plantings and foliage 

• Seats 20 + ideal for large outdoor parties 
• Spectacular unobstructed views as far as the eye can see 
• Built-in steps down hillside   
• Access via pool / spa area  

 
Garage and Parking  

• Three sets of hydraulic double doors  
• Three car built-in garage with plenty of room for bikes and bins 
• Long private drive accommodates up to 6 vehicles for a total of 9 car parking  

 
 
AWARDS  
 
Governor General’s Medal for Architecture for The Integral House, Toronto – 2012 
 
American Institute of Architects Honor Award for The Integral House, Toronto – 2012 
 
Architectural Woodwork Awards First Place. The Integral House.  
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KEY COLLABORATORS  
 
Principal: James Stewart – Former Professor at McMaster University, Violinist with 
Hamilton Symphony Orchestra and best-selling author worldwide for his books on Calculus 
 
Construction: Eisner Murray 
 
Architecture: Brigitte Shim and Howard Sutcliffe of Shim-Sutcliffe Architects  
 
 
OTHER PARTICULARS 
 
EXTERIOR: 
Reinforced concrete construction (smooth silk wall finish due to Plexiglass liners to formwork) 
Ironwood decorative exterior columns and one interior art columns from Thailand – 
originally used as agricultural tools 
Sprinkler system throughout 
 
INTERIORS:  
Passenger elevator to all floors 
Security system with motion detectors  
Heated French limestone, white oak hardwood and cork flooring throughout  
97 different white oak window fins, some conceal LED accent lighting 
Curvilinear custom designed door handles created exclusively for The Integral House 
Leather tab handles on built-in closets/cabinets 
11 mechanical/utility rooms  
 
STAIRCASE From Ground Floor to Levels 100 - 300   
Bronze railings throughout – a combination of cast and plate for variety in patina, handrails 
wrapped in handstitched saddle leather. Stainless-steel mesh inserts imported from 
Germany.   
 
STAIRCASE (From Ground Floor to Bedroom Floor)  
Handblown blue glass panels in staircase by artist Mimi Gellman; engineering by Shim-
Sutcluffe Architects and Blackweel Engineering; and installation by Sattler Stained Glass 
Studio of Nova Scotia, handblown glass imported from Germany; laminated in Nova Scotia, 
Canada with custom designed bronze clips and stainless-steel cable  
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LIGHTING:  
Interior lighting composed of halogen, LED integrated window lighting, and discrete 
contemporary lighting fixtures from Scandinavia  
Emergency lighting system 
Generator 
 
PLUMBING: 
Bathrooms outfitted with Dornbracht plumbing fixtures, Duravit toilets and sinks and 
Geberit flush systems 
 
ROOF: 
Zinc roofing by Semple Gooder 
Green roof (ground cover material comprised of pachysandra, creeping jenny and lamium) 
 
HEATING (Exterior & Interior): 
Beneath the long private stone drive, twenty-two geothermal pipes (Approximately 200 feet 
deep) provide in-floor radiant heat throughout the home. This heating system was a necessity 
given the demands of an assembly space which required an approach to heating and cooling 
that is both energy efficient and extremely quiet inside and out.  
Additional heating and cooling systems: Two Viessmann boiler systems. Supplemental 
forced air systems for both heating and cooling. 
 
ELECTRICAL: 
800 Amp electrical service by Siemens 
 
MUSIC: 
Synergy Integrated System with sophisticated music system and built-in speakers as well as 
integrating lighting and temperature control  
 
TAXES: $89,439.44 / 2018  
 
LOT: 60’ X 401.87 Irregular as per 2002 Survey 
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SQUARE FOOTAGE: 
 
Main Level:    3,575’ 
Upper Level:    3,460’ 
Entertaining Level:  5,455’ 
Garden Level:   2,429’ 
Spa Level:    2,100’ 
Total Square Feet:  17,019 
 
SURVEY: March 2002 
 
For Additional Information, Offer Clauses, Inclusions and Exclusions please see MLS for 
Schedules ‘A’ and ‘B’ 
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